Second Quarter 2016-2017

The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences appeared in:

- **816** total media citations (September 2016 – November 2016)
- **196** top-tier media citations (September 2016 – November 2016)

## Selected Media Hits

### September

**The New York Times**
- *How to Pick the Fastest Line at the Supermarket* (Doug Norton, Mathematics)

**Fast Company**
- *Exactly What To Do To Convince Your Boss To Let You Work From Home On Fridays* (Katina Sawyer, Psychology)

**Christian Science Monitor**
- *Will Twitter, Facebook bring new viewers by livestreaming debates?* (Thomas Ksiazek, Communication)

**USA Today**
- *Find Francis in Your Feed* (Bryan Crable, Communication)

**U.S. News & World Report**
- *The History of Walls Show They Are a Bad Idea* (Paul Steege, History)

### October

**Associated Press**
- *Pope sends US church message with cardinal choices* (Massimo Faggioli, Theology & Religious Studies)

**Christian Science Monitor**
- *Is it time to take a second look at stop-and-frisk?* (Kelly Welch, Sociology & Criminology)

**The Washington Post**
- *Pope Francis Names 17 New Cardinals, Including 3 Americans* (Massimo Faggioli, Theology & Religious Studies)
How to Get People to Evacuate? Try Fear
(Derek Arnold, Communication)

Age of Pennsylvania’s voting machines serves as safeguard against cyberattack
(Henry Carter, Computing Sciences)

How to Handle a Breakup—If You’re Kevin Durant or Russell Westbrook
(Erica Slotter, Psychology)

Honesty, RIP: Facts take a beating across US
(David Barrett, Political Science)

How the ancient world dealt with cancer
(Michael Zimmerman, Biology)

San Diego voters overwhelmingly reject Chargers stadium plan
(Rick Eckstein, Sociology)

Unveiled CIA report reveals internal warfare over blame for Bay of Pigs failure
(David Barrett, Political Science)

Epic supermoon comes with epic tides, potential coastal flooding
(Stephen Strader, Geography & Environment)

What is a Monsoon?
(Ed Guinan, Astronomy)